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As seen on EWTN, bestselling author Scott Hahn unveils the mysteries of the Mass, offering
readers a deeper appreciation of the most familiar of Catholic rituals.Of all things Catholic, there
is nothing that is so familiar as the Mass. With its unchanging prayers, the Mass fits Catholics
like their favorite clothes. Yet most Catholics sitting in the pews on Sundays fail to see the
powerful supernatural drama that enfolds them. Pope John Paul II described the Mass as
"Heaven on Earth," explaining that what "we celebrate on Earth is a mysterious participation in
the heavenly liturgy."The Lamb’s Supper reveals a long-lost secret of the Church: The early
Christians' key to understanding the mysteries of the Mass was the New Testament Book of
Revelation. With its bizarre imagery, its mystic visions of heaven, and its end-of-time prophecies,
Revelation mirrors the sacrifice and celebration of the Eucharist.Beautifully written, in clear
direct language, bestselling Catholic author Scott Hahn's new book will help readers see the
Mass with new eyes, pray the liturgy with a renewed heart, and enter into the Mass more fully,
enthusiastically, intelligently, and powerfully than ever before.

The Lamb's Supper: The Mass as Heaven on Earth reawakens a surprising ancient view of the
Eucharist, as the harbinger of the supernatural drama described by the New Testament book of
Revelation. Catholic theologian Scott Hahn thinks that many worshippers receive the sacrament
of communion without ever considering its links to the end of the world, the Apocalypse, and the
Second Coming. Hahn wants to change our minds; he wants us to know that "The Mass--and I
mean every single Mass--is heaven on earth." Literally. So, Hahn declares, "Now heaven has
been unveiled for us with the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ ... Jesus Christ Himself says
to you: 'Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if anyone hears My voice and opens the door, I
will come in to him and eat with him, and he with Me' (Rv. 3:20)." Hahn's enthusiasm, as evident
even from these short quotes, is considerable--and infectious. Furthermore, he delivers his
arguments with great levity (demonstrated in chapter titles such as "Oath Meal"), which makes
The Lamb's Supper quite a tasty read. --Michael Joseph GrossFrom Publishers WeeklyAs with
his earlier Rome Sweet Home, Hahn's The Lamb's Supper seeks to bring scriptural exegesis
and Roman Catholic ritual tradition into fruitful dialogue. The central thrust of this piece is that
Catholic liturgy offers the best interpretive paradigm for studying the Book of Revelation. Hahn
divides his subject matter into three main sections, considering in turn Scripture in the canon of
the Mass, various interpretive approaches to the Book of Revelation and the mutual illumination
of the Catholic Mass and John's Apocalypse. Apart from vapid section titles (e.g., "Guided
Missal," "Resisting a Rest" and "The Need to Heed the Creed"), which detract from the serious
themes presented, Hahn treats the material quite competently, and he is candid in his
enthusiasm for both biblical liturgics and liturgical exegesis. Hahn's work is a fine introduction to



eucharistic theology for the Catholic layperson, offering a crash course in the history of sacrificial
worship in ancient Israel. The book has an ecumenical appeal, especially for Lutherans and
Anglicans desiring to better acquaint themselves with Catholic ritual and the New Testament.
The only consideration noticeably absent from Hahn's liturgical review of Revelation is whether
the doxological splendors of the Mass are marred or made manifest in the hastily prepared
English translations of the Latin Rite issued in the wake of the Second Vatican Council.
(Oct.)Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Kirkus ReviewsHahn, a Protestant
minister who converted to Roman Catholicism, has written extensively about the Catholic faith in
previous books (A Father Who Keeps His Promises, not reviewed, etc.). Here he examines the
relationship between the Divine Liturgy and the Book of Revelation. Attending his first Mass,
Hahn was struck by the word used to describe Jesus: lamb. Not the majestic, awe-inspiring
language we usually reserve for God. But the Book of Revelation calls Jesus lamb, too, 28 times
in 22 chapters. This was Hahn's first inkling that the key to understanding the Mass was
Revelation, and the key to understanding Revelation was the Mass. His was not a new insight,
but if Christians in the know have long understood the connections between Revelation and the
Mass, most average church-goers would cock an eyebrow quizzically at the suggestion that the
last book of the Bible has anything to do with bread and wine. Hahn's exploration of the
connections between them is marred by superficiality, exemplified, but not limited to, a penchant
for peppering the text with cute, near-pun subheadings, such as ``Well Bread'' and ``Moriah
Carry.'' Still, if taken in the (light) spirit in which it is offered, this is worthwhile addition to one's
eucharistic library. -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.About the
AuthorSCOTT HAHN holds the Fr. Michael Scanlan Chair of Biblical Theology and the New
Evangelization at Franciscan University of Steubenville, where he has taught since 1990, and he
is the founder and president of the St. Paul Center for Biblical Theology. In 2005, he was
appointed as the Pope Benedict XVI Chair of Biblical Theology and Liturgical Proclamation at St.
Vincent Seminary in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Dr. Hahn is also the bestselling author of numerous
books, including Reasons to Believe, and Rome Sweet Home (coauthored with his wife,
Kimberly), and is editor of the Ignatius Catholic Study Bible and Letter & Spirit: A Journal of
Catholic Biblical Theology. Some of his most recent books are Many Are Called, Consuming the
Word, The Catholic Bible Dictionary, and Signs of Life. He lives in Steubenville, Ohio.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.In Heaven Right NowWHAT I FOUND AT MY FIRST
MASSTHERE I STOOD, a man incognito, a Protestant minister in plainclothes, slipping into the
back of a Catholic chapel in Milwaukee to witness my first Mass. Curiosity had driven me there,
and I still didn't feel sure that it was healthy curiosity. Studying the writings of the earliest
Christians, I'd found countless references to "the liturgy," "the Eucharist," "the sacrifice." For
those first Christians, the Bible--the book I loved above all--was incomprehensible apart from the
event that today's Catholics called "the Mass."I wanted to understand the early Christians; yet I'd
had no experience of liturgy. So I persuaded myself to go and see, as a sort of academic
exercise, but vowing all along that I would neither kneel nor take part in idolatry.I took my seat in



the shadows, in a pew at the very back of that basement chapel. Before me were a goodly
number of worshipers, men and women of all ages. Their genuflections impressed me, as did
their apparent concentration in prayer. Then a bell rang, and they all stood as the priest emerged
from a door beside the altar.Unsure of myself, I remained seated. For years, as an evangelical
Calvinist, I'd been trained to believe that the Mass was the ultimate sacrilege a human could
commit. The Mass, I had been taught, was a ritual that purported to "resacrifice Jesus Christ."
So I would remain an observer. I would stay seated, with my Bible open beside me.SOAKED IN
SCRIPTUREAs the Mass moved on, however, something hit me. My Bible wasn't just beside me.
It was before me--in the words of the Mass! One line was from Isaiah, another from the Psalms,
another from Paul. The experience was overwhelming. I wanted to stop everything and shout,
"Hey, can I explain what's happening from Scripture? This is great!" Still, I maintained my
observer status. I remained on the sidelines until I heard the priest pronounce the words of
consecration: "This is My body . . . This is the cup of My blood."Then I felt all my doubt drain
away. As I saw the priest raise that white host, I felt a prayer surge from my heart in a whisper:
"My Lord and my God. That's really you!"I was what you might call a basket case from that point.
I couldn't imagine a greater excitement than what those words had worked upon me. Yet the
experience was intensified just a moment later, when I heard the congregation recite: "Lamb of
God . . . Lamb of God . . . Lamb of God," and the priest respond, "This is the Lamb of God . . ." as
he raised the host.In less than a minute, the phrase "Lamb of God" had rung out four times. From
long years of studying the Bible, I immediately knew where I was. I was in the Book of
Revelation, where Jesus is called the Lamb no less than twenty-eight times in twenty-two
chapters. I was at the marriage feast that John describes at the end of that very last book of the
Bible. I was before the throne of heaven, where Jesus is hailed forever as the Lamb. I wasn't
ready for this, though--I was at Mass!HOLY SMOKE!I would return to Mass the next day, and the
next day, and the next. Each time I went back, I would "discover" more of the Scriptures fulfilled
before my eyes. Yet no book was as visible to me, in that dark chapel, as the Book of Revelation,
the Apocalypse, which describes the worship of the angels and saints in heaven. As in that
book, so in that chapel, I saw robed priests, an altar, a congregation chanting "holy, holy, holy." I
saw the smoke of incense; I heard the invocation of angels and saints; I myself sang the
alleluias, for I was drawn ever more into this worship. I continued to sit in the back pew with my
Bible, and I hardly knew which way to turn--toward the action in the Apocalypse or the action at
the altar. More and more, they seemed to be the very same action.I plunged with renewed vigor
into my study of ancient Christianity and found that the earliest bishops, the Fathers of the
Church, had made the same "discovery" I was making every morning. They considered the Book
of Revelation the key to the liturgy, and the liturgy the key to the Book of Revelation. Something
powerful was happening to me as a scholar and a believer. The book of the Bible that I had
found most perplexing--the Book of Revelation--was now illuminating the ideas that were most
foundational to my faith: the idea of the covenant as the sacred bond of the family of God.
Moreover, the action that I had considered the supreme blasphemy--the Mass--now turned out



to be the event that sealed God's covenant. "This is the cup of My blood, the blood of the new
and everlasting covenant."I was giddy with the newness of it all. For years I had been trying to
make sense of the Book of Revelation as some kind of encoded message about the end of the
world, about worship in faraway heaven, about something most Christians couldn't experience
while still on earth. Now, after two weeks of daily Mass attendance, I found myself wanting to
stand up during the liturgy and say, "Hey, everybody. Let me show you where you are in the
Apocalypse! Turn to chapter four, verse eight. You're in heaven right now."Read more
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ChrisB19, “Good price. Great to find on Amazon super author”

Laurie Kandel, “Great service.. Book was sent out quickly, and wrapped well. The book is
exactly as described.  I will be a return customer.”

Jose L. Rivera, “Every Catholic should read this book. Give you a different perspective of what
the Mass is. It’s an eye opener. You will love to go to Mass after reading this book.”

Scott, “Read slow or be familiar with topic. The audiobook is fast. I’ll have to listen to it a few
more times to absorb it. Which is great!I have to pause it then look up a topic for context. So for
that reason I believe it really is for someone with advanced biblical knowledge. Unless you want
to and enjoy looking stuff up.The questions posed make the authors ideas into a book that gives
and takes. It is an amazing exchange of information.It will change my religious experience and
contact with God. The book brings the reader closer to Jesus Christ which is the reason we are
here .”

Jeana Hopper, “Loved it. Enjoyed the read”

Labarum, “Heaven on Earth. There are numerous "keys" that interpreters of Biblical prophecy
have used to "unlock" the mysteries of the Book of Revelation: the rise of the papacy, the return
of the Jews to Israel, and the recent troubles in Iraq serve just to name a few. One that hasn't
received much notice is the assertion of a link between the Book of Revelation and the liturgy of
the Church. Scott Hahn revives this link, asserted in many writings of the Church Fathers, and
claims in The Lamb's Supper, it's absolute necessity for understanding the Bible's last book.Like
most of Hahn's popular works, it is written in a folksy, breezy style that is geared for a popular
Catholic audience. Hahn is very popular with the EWTN audience and it is easy to see why
when one views any of his appearances on the Catholic cable network. However, much of the
sincerity and enthusiasm that comes through so clearly on video or tape appearances does not
always translate well in written form. This book is quite good, but Hahn's television series based
on the book is far more memorable. In general, he is perhaps a better speaker than author for his
cause.The book is divided into three sections. In the first section, Hahn gives an overview of the
Catholic Mass and its eschatological connection. This section is more personal than the others
as Hahn ties his description into his own early experiences with liturgy. Hahn does a good job of
explaining the eschatological vision presented in the Mass and the connection with Scripture
and the doctrine of the Real Presence.In the second section, Hahn covers the basics of the
Book of Revelation. He covers many of the popular views and rightly criticizes them for their
sensationalism and history of embarassing predictions. In its place, he offers more plausable
explanations for the symbolism in the book and its cast of characters and locales. Basing his



theory on the writings of early Christians and on historical research, much of the nonsense
published in "interpreting" the Book of Revelation is exposed as without any Scriptural or
historical basis.After describing the two elements of his thesis in the first two sections, Hahn
uses the third to tie them together. Hahn leaves no liturgical citation unturned in weaving
together the elements of the Mass and the Apocalypse. Oddly enough, this is where Hahn
perhaps is weakest. In a sincere attempt to marry together the Book of Revelation and the Mass,
Hahn overstates his case and falls into a sort of panliturgicalism where every correspondence in
text is automatically considered one in fact. Hahn consideres almost exclusively the text of the
Roman liturgy which (like other liturgies) evolved over centuries. It seems far more likely the
liturgy conformed itself to the Book of Revelation than the other way around. There is
undoubtedly a connection between the two but the connection is found in similarities between
the patterns of early Christian worship and the description of heavenly worship in the Book of
Revelation. The later conformity of the Biblical and liturgical texts convey the fact of a later
acknowledgment of said connection.Despite such overstepping of boundaries, The Lamb's
Supper is still a worthwhile read that brings attention to an oft ignored correspondence between
the eschaton and its precursor in the worship of the Church. For reviving interest in this
connection, Hahn deserves much credit and overall the book is still highly recommended.”

Gord Wilson, “Apocalypse Then and Now. Interest in the last book of the Bible, Revelation or the
Apocalypse, runs so high that Hal Lindsey's book synching ancient prophecy to the daily news,
The Late Great Planet Earth, was the best-selling non-fiction book of the '70s, and now ranks as
the number two bestseller of the last thirty years. Instead of looking to the future, however, Scott
Hahn looks to the past, to the early church, to be exact. What did they think of this book, which
owes its inclusion in the Bible to St. Augustine? The results are clearly revealing.In both the New
Testament and the earliest church document, the Didache, the writers found the events of
Revelation reflected in their celebration of the Mass. Moreso, the Mass was specifically
designed to reflect the books of Revelation and Hebrews (also courtesy of St. Augustine).
Anyone who has dipped into either book immediately encounters the idea of worship on earth as
a reflection of worship in heaven. However, the casual reader may be surprised how many
details fall into place following this idea.Scott Hahn wrote this book for Catholics with at least
some casual acquaintance with the Mass. They may not know the names of the Gloria and the
Kyrie, but something will likely ring a bell. He assumes the reader has no knowledge, on the
other hand, of the book of Revelation. I'd like to suggest another audience for the book, and that
is the mainstream and non-denominational Protestants and charismatics who make up Hal
Lindsey's readers. What would they get out of this book?First, at least an initial encounter with
the Mass, which generally elicits surprise at how much Scripture is both read and incorporated
into it. The next shock is how much of that comes from the book of Revelation. If an aftershock is
forthcoming, it may be in realizing how much the altar and structure of the Mass resembles the
vision in Revelation, as well as other places such as the books of Daniel and Nehemiah.The



writing style of this book is also rather unusual. There are humorous sub-titles, perhaps in an
attempt to lighten the heavy subject matter. The writing is at once dense and breezy, perhaps to
enable the casual reader to skim, and the more intrigued reader to dig deeper. At first glance,
there are almost no or references. This, however, is merely to keep the text from bogging down
in endless citations. Numerous Scripture references are given as asides in the text, and there
are copious, engaging endnotes for those so drawn.This book would be ideal for a book study,
or a Bible study in which members simply looked up and discussed the many Bible references in
the text. The really good news is that Scott Hahn wrote the notes for Ignatius' Catholic Study
Bible New Testament, which is the Revised Standard Version, the readable and literary English
version approved for and by both Catholics and Protestants, and which will likely incorporate
many of these revealing insights 
  
Ignatius Catholic Study Bible New Testament

  
  
. In both cases, Scott Hahn's (re)discovery of the view of the Mass in the early church is a
revelation.”

MR, “Excellent on the Catholic Mass.. Very educational, accurate well written. Best and beautiful
explanation on the Catholic Mass. Shared many times. Quoted often.”

Paz4Xp7, “Don't Refuse this Books Invitation!. I highly recommend this book & this author.WHAT
I LIKED:Scott Hahn is a skilled communicator, & I personallythought his writing facilitated some
delightfully unexpected "aha" moments- Why? Because it's pretty hard not to be reinventing the
wheel, yet still write with a ton of originality & to do so with such fundamental insights-both about
the Mass & about the book of Revelation;that you wonder how all that is possible to achieve!
Furthermore, the book gave me new perpective on things I've been brought up with, I think this is
due to the way he situates & introduces his materials and then how he re-presents it clearly.
Mere titillation is simply not his goal. My opinion is that he accomplishes his objectives with
finesse while addressing aspects of faith that can seem forgotten, unbelievable or even just old
hat for many believers.I really enjoyed the aspects of his own personal journey as an enquirer, a
protestant Presbyterian Minister (Which he speaks of elsewhere) to his becoming a Catholic



which he also uses to partially illustrate various concerns he has had within his own faith
journey.WHAT IS THE BOOKS AIM?I think with this book, Hahn is attempting to establish &
promote deeper reflection & experience of the Eucharist on so many levels through a biblical
approach, one that initially seems at once ordinary but which is so extraordinary & indeed earth
shattering by implication, that you wonder why you haven't seen this before. I think Hahn shares
the truths he holds to, in the light of his Scriptural explorations in an exciting & effective way
because there didn't seem to be any leaps too far, no jarring disconnects across his materials, or
his interpretations.His ideas on the book of Revelation seem to be profoundly important as a
hermeneutical key & rooted in the Church's earliest teachings yet it all seems so new. I think
Hahn's book is especially powerful for deepening Faith & longing for the Eucharist today; rather
than inadvertanly undermining it...which is no small feat in the cultural & even ecclesiastical
perspectives that hold sway in the Church today.The book isn't aimed at the Academies or only
Catholics either- yet it's no lightweight because of this. Perhaps, because of this gentle format, I
felt like I had the best of both worlds available to me anyway- Scholarship & a worthy example of
the much spoken about "New Evangelization", & deep understanding of the Catholic faith; such
that I felt free to harness & distil his take on any particular chapter & reflect on this in a deeper
way, taking his words to heart. I have to reread it!- There is so much to be studied again.IS IT
WORTH THE TIME?The book is assuredly worth the the time & effort to pursue, I believe it is a
profoundly important contribution to Faith & the Church's teaching on the Mass- especially in the
difficult times of a global pandemic where belief is challenged like never before.POSITIVE
PLUSES TO THE BOOK:A further plus to this book is that Hahn's narrative leaves no
unpleasant taste in your mouth because he doesn't write in a showy academically jargon laden
way; this stops things feeling forced/stuck or so reductive that it could seem too narrow or unreal-
fake. Instead, Hahn communicates simply but without dumbing down, allowing our own inner
reflections to become paramount without extraneous "noise". He gets out of his own way if you
will & that is truly a great/wonderful gift to have as a writer. Responsibility & accountability fill the
pages of shared explanation,& for this I am so grateful indeed. I completed the book, absolutely
relieved that Scott Hahn left aside any need for reputational innovations or temptations to
unashamedly & selfishly use the book merely to display his own aquired & blessed abilities in
Scripture. No, there is a genuine humility that transpires throughout the pages to their
conclusion & it was also a humbling experience because of that accountability too.He holds his
own expertise in an extraordinarily light way for a scholar who possesses such high standing
and this also helps the book avoid the trap of speaking of perspectives as if they are the only
ones that can be held or explored. The book is so much better for all of this light touch!I think
because of all the aforementioned, that Hahn inspires tangible confidence as a faithful guide to
the discussions on The Lord's Supper & you can be really confident as a reader: that your in for
the "ride of your life" & in really good hands as the book progresses.I think that The Lambs
Supper is a remarkable work one which will stand the test of time, & for which Catholics owe
Scott Hahn a great debt indeed.IS HIS APPROACH OUT OF TOUCH THOUGH?Hahn



examines this great 'Mystery' of Faith: with no subliminal exclusionary judgements of others, no
ego in the way, no one-upmanship or jaded lecturing AT YOU & what is not in the book as just
described, makes a world of difference to real learning & deepening faith without presumptions
or tired self- righteous platitudes. He has thus avoided his contribution being out of touch or
mere entertainment devoid of reality that ends up merely being too cursory. There's enough to
feast on here.I genuinely love the fact that the book is as full of questions, open possibilities &
suggestions, as it is bite size narrative & invitation. I also enjoyed the clear layout of the book
and the accessible presentation & flow of his thought on the page.NICE OR TRITE? The book
for all it's "Niceness" isn't tame at all just because it is clearly situated and conversational- it's an
unleashed book; a heady brew, a revolution, or Lion let loose between fragile book pages if you
will. I knew after the first chapter this work would change things for me after only a few pages. I
can't reccomend this enough because it is anything but easy, trite, baggy or useless. If I could
own one book on the Scriptures & the Mass this would be it without any doubts- do all you can to
get it and devour it with joy!IS HE AT HIS BEST?Hahn is definitely, if very quietly on fire; & he
dares us to prayerfully/thoughtfully follow his gist so that what is obscured to us or
misunderstood by us, may be informed, transformed and enlightened. If so, you'll be on fire too.
By the end of the book, Heaven seems spinetingly close because it is shown to be astonishingly
available & connected to us in a consuming way.He is evidently at his best, Scott Hahn has done
some serious work to lay before the reader the incomprehensible Mysteries of faith in such a
way.WHAT I DIDN'T LIKE:What I hated about the book is very easy to say- I hated that it
finished so soon, I wanted it to go on.FINAL THOUGHTS:You know you've just read a fabulous
book, when you end up thinking you'd just so love to study under this tremendous
communicator of Faith, because he has such a lively awareness of the Scriptures, the Ecclesia &
the Earliest persons & components of Tradition: that what is tired or dull seems now so
profoundly important and crucially vital even explosive! That-is how it was for me, it's been like
sitting on an unexploded bomb; only now thanks to Hahn; you're taken to safety, yet enabled to
see that the Mass is absolutely incendiary & shocking in its profundity in a miraculous
way...'more precious than gold.'Nonetheless; here I can also criticise the work because I think
this author could have given us much more than he has (sigh and tut-tut); a huge tome, a
treatise if you will (Though just as accessible please). No doubt, although I'm kidding, (I am just
a greedy ungrateful wretch) - more please Prof Hahn- Go on, let's have a definitive life's work &
in one Volume please; I'm not asking for much am I!All in all, Hahn's explanation of Heaven
touching earth and Communion & the Feast of Heaven in the Now- as outlined in this most
important of contributions; is indeed a heady and mind blowing read, if you can own it & give
yourself to its invitations. This book is like a huge treasure- an astonishingly clear, nigh on
flawless & multifaceted & unique Gem. This is the real deal: it shines so colourfully, & so brightly.
Thank you so much to Prof. Scott Hahn!”

Clare B., “Mind Blowing - Intellectual food for the soul. This is a beautiful book written by a very



intelligent and committed convert to Catholicism. Dr Scott Hahn has written a book on a topic he
very much thought was heresy some years ago. He explains the mass via the interpretation of
the last book in the bible - Revelations. You will NEVER see the mass in the same away again
and instead stand in wonder and awe of our God. I think every Catholic should read (and re
read) this book in order to better grasp the magnitude of what is happening on the altar.Warning:
this is an intellectual book, so you have may have to google the definition of some words here
and there. At the same time, I found this book beautiful and fed my soul.”

Simon A, “All Christians should read this. This covers many fundamental aspects of Christianity
that all Christians should know about, but often don’t. Whilst the front page talks about the
Catholic Mass - and this is an important part of the book - the book does an excellent job of
bringing together the wider story of Jesus in the Old and New Testament.It’s a fairly short and
easy to read book, but is not light on substance or meaning. I strongly recommend it.”

Margaret McCusker, “The Lambs Supper. Having only recently discovered Scott Hahn. I really
love his writing. He explains his subjects really well, without talking down to you.As with the other
books of his I have read, you can either just read the book through, or look up the bible
references as you go along. You could even use them as a study book. I find his books very
helpful and enlightening.”

The book by Andrew E. Hill has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,902 people have provided feedback.
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